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What is deprecation (in Java)?

A program element annotated @Deprecated is one that 
programmers are discouraged from using, typically 
because it is dangerous, or because a better alternative 
exists. – Java documentation on deprecation
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RQ1: Why do API producers 
deprecate features?

RQ2: When and why are deprecated 
features removed?

RQ3: How is an API consumer 
expected to react to deprecation?

RQ4: Why do API consumers react to 
deprecated features?

Research questions

Investigate needs of 
API producers and 
consumers



Methodology

Interview 17 API producers

Analysis of transcripts

Emergent themes

Survey API consumers

Survey API producers

OSS projects: Junit, Spring, 
Mockito

Industry: HP, ABN Amro, ING 
and RaboBank

Adapt interview guideline 170 survey respondents
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Emergent themes

Future

Prefer maintaining two versions 
of the same feature in the code 
base and only introduce 
breaking changes when there is 
a severe flaw in the feature – P12

Consumers do not appreciate it 
when functionalities are 
removed – P8



Emergent themes

Future

Future of the deprecated feature 
is unknown so there is no need 
to react – Survey respondent



Emergent themes

Future Severity

The decision to react is often 
based on the cost of upgrade. If 
the reason behind deprecation 
is serious, then there is an 
incentive to change – P2



Emergent themes

Future Severity

Its use is no longer 
necessary

A non-functional issue 
has emerged

New/better features 
have been developed
A functional issue 
has emerged

It encouraged bad 
coding practices
It is no longer going 
to be supported

It marks a
feature as beta

Never Almost never Neutral Almost every time

0

Every time

0 40% 80%40%80%



Emergent themes

Future Severity

Misuse

Deprecation is used to indicate 
that a feature is temporary and 
may change – P16

Instead of misusing deprecation 
a new annotation (@Unstable) 
was introduced to indicate beta 
features – P14



Emergent themes

Future Severity

Misuse Automation

An automated tool that aids 
consumers in transitioning from 
a deprecated feature to its 
replacements would be very 
helpful – All interviewees



Emergent themes

Future Severity

Misuse Automation

Investigate needs of 
API producers and 
consumers
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Future Severity

Misuse Automation

Enhancements to 
deprecation
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Future Severity

Misuse

Enhancements to 
deprecation



RSW proposal

Future Severity

Misuse

R Removal
timeline @Deprecated(

removalVersion=“2.2.4”)

@Deprecated(
removalDate=“24-03-18”)



RSW proposal

Future Severity

Misuse

R Removal
timeline S Indicate

severity @Deprecated(
severity=Severity.LOW)

@Deprecated(level = 1)
@Deprecated(level = 2)



RSW proposal

Future Severity

Misuse

R Removal
timeline S Indicate

severity

W Generic
warning

@Warning

@Deprecated

@Beta(“Beta feature”)



Evaluation methodology of the RSW proposal

RSW Proposal

Feasibility

Desirability

Generalizability



Evaluation of the RSW proposal

Feasibility

R
S
W

Possible, not trivial
Challenge: Version or date?

Possible, not trivial
Challenge: defining severity

Very complex
Extreme solution

Stuart Marks
Java Language Designer
a.k.a DrDeprecator



Evaluation of the RSW proposal

Specify version when deprecated 
and whether it will be removed

Create a generic warning, 
superclass of deprecation

Very undesirable Undesirable Neutral Desirable

0
Very desirable

0 40% 80%40%80%

Automated refactoring to 
replace deprecated calls

Have different 
strengths for warnings

R
S
W

Feasibility

Desirability



Evaluation of the RSW proposal

Generalizability

R
S
W

Ruby, Dart

C#, VBasic, Kotlin

PHP, Ruby, Delphi, R, ObjectiveC, Hack

Feasibility

Desirability
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Understanding Developers’ Needs on Deprecation as a Language Feature


